R3 SCALE 2 SPEED TRANSMISSION

3 link front and 8 link rear suspension
HUMVEE 1.9 INTERNAL BEADLOCK WHEEL
MIL-SPEC ZXL 1.9 TIRES
DUAL SPRING 80MM SCALE BLACK SHOCKS

Are you ready for the end of days? The
opportunities are limitless with the Beast II
truck kit. Sunday driver to world domination.
Its up to the imagination to complete your
Beast II.
The Beast II has unmatched scale detail,
allowing for a realistic model, or a true
performance oriented 6x6 trail truck.
The Beast II is built with engineering and
design first. Packed with great products
like the R3 2 speed transmission, Yota II
axles, Triton transfer case, Mil-Spec ZXL
tires, and 1.9 Humvee beadlock wheels.
There are no better options!
Beast II... What's in store for you?
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1/14 Beast II 6 x 6 chassis with Mil-Spec Hard Body

The R3 scale 2 speed transmission comes with a
tough cast metal case and new wider gears to allow
for more abuse along with a Delrin spur with slipper
clutch. Also features a sturdy billet aluminum motor
mount for durability.

The Beast II includes the Triton Transfer Case.
Packed with scale detail, the Triton features a cast
metal exterior and heavy duty .8 Mod widened
gears for durability.

Drawing on the success of the RC4WD MOA gear
sets, the Beast II drivetrain has the most durable
gears RC4WD has to offer so the Beast II can stay
on the trail day after day.

The most scale accurate axles on the market, the
RC4WD Cast Yota II Axles feature innovative 8 degree
round knuckles, unique removable diff covers, new
mounting points and a compact offset pumpkin in
front.

The Driveshafts for the Beast II are a design
featuring bulletproof steel universals and a high
quality plastic shaft for great driveline angles and
durability on the trail.

The Beast II chassis features multiple options to
allow you personal setup for your electronics. We
provide battery slots and velco straps for easy
battery placement.

The Beast II includes a set of our RC4WD Dual
Spring Shocks. An all new design, this ultimate
scale shocks has realistic looks and the ultimate in
performance. Machined from billet aluminum with
dual springs and totally rebuildable.

The All New Beast II Chassis is a machined billet
aluminum ladder frame with an all link suspension
design, scale shock hoops , chassis servo mounts
and hard body mounting points for the ultimate in
strength.

The Beast II includes a set of RC4WD Black Humvee
1.9 internal beadlock wheel. Featuring a super tough
black finish and aluminum internal locking ring.

This is military specification truck, It must have a
tough set or rock grabbing tires and the included
MIL-SPEC ZXL in Advanced X4 Medium Compound
deliver traction as well as perfect scale appearance in just the right size.

The Beast II 6 x 6 chassis with Mil-Spec Hard Body.
The Beast II Body has an awesome appointment of
scale details including mirrors, spare tire holder,
and handles to replicate a 1:1 vehicle.

Ultimate details were captured with the Mil Spec
Body set. RC4WD captured everything needed to
make this a great scale body and a great scale
build.

The Beast II Body Set comes in durable hard plastic
molded in a paintable gray finish, perfect for
custom paint. All the trim parts are separate pieces
to get a great look with minimal fuss.

The Mil Spec Body Set is made up of 100 parts and
pieces. Its all here to bring your build to next level.
Metal detail parts included to bring the realism to life
including lenses for signal lights. All lamps can be
illuminated with modification.

Ultimate details were captured with the Mil Spec
Body set. RC4WD captured everything needed to
make this a great scale body and a great scale
build.
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408MM (16.1")
Triton Transfer Case
Ratio - 1:1 Gearing .8 Mod Hardened Steel
Gears, 8 Bearing Design, Cast Casing

211MM (8.3'')

R3 Scale 2 Speed Transmission
Ratios: Pinion/Spur 14/64 =4.57:1 Internal
1.78:1 Gears - Wide Steel .8 Mod, Delrin
Spur, Slipper Clutch
Cast Yota II Axles
Ratio: 15/40 = 2.67:1
Width at Hex 180.5mm
Beast II Suspension
Double Triangulated 8 Link Rear Suspension.
3 Link Front Suspension with Panhard Bar

617MM (24.3'')

Shock Absorbers
Dual Spring 80mm Shocks - Can be Oil Filled
Wheels
Humvee : 1.9’’ Internal Beadlock Wheel
Hub: Pin Type Width: 25mm
Back Spacing: 16mm

226MM (8.9'')

226MM (8.9'')

211MM (8.3'')

211MM (8.3'')

Bumpers
Machined Billet Aluminum, Lightweight
Beast II Dimensions
Wheelbase F-R: 408mm(16.1”)
Wheelbase F-M: 292mm (11.496”)
Width: 211mm(8.3”)
Height: 226mm(8.9”)
Ground Clearance: 60mm(2.4”)
Final Drive Ratio: 1st - 62.1:1, 2st - 22.75:1

